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This volume is being offered as a contribution by the University
o f Malta towards the study o f the culture o f the Mediterranean
region.
The phrase 'culture o f the Mediterranean’ and not 'cultures o f
the Mediterranean’ is here being used not because one is not aware
of the differences that exist in this part o f the world, but because
o f the fact that in spite o f the variations that hide behind the
language and national costumes o f the countries that form the
Mediterranean littoral, there exist fundamental similarities amongst
them.
In this part o f the world, renowned as it is throughout the history
of the western world for its strategic importance, the ecological
setting facilitated the relative isolation o f different communities
and o f their civilization and culture: the mountainous peninsula,
and the many islands, provided condnuous and natural protection
to their inhabitants, limiting cross-fertilization, and fostering
among the local communities, by way o f self-defence, a sense o f
communal cohesion not readily paralleled in larger communities.
Formal unification mostly through military force, settlement, and
rebellion following a period o f relaxation by the conquering power,
are a constant feature in the history o f most Mediterranean com
munities. But although such a pattern o f repeated rebellion against
enforced unification fostered rather than hindered diversity, it did
not entail total isolation or exclusiveness. Ecological factors did
not prevent similar patterns from taking shape in the different
communities. Perhaps it was the similarity o f prevailing conditions,
with which every community had to come to terms, that gave rise to
such patterns. Concepts related to such items as 'honour’ , ‘shame’
and ‘ guilt’ , village traditions, mating patterns, organizations, ■
networks, inheritance law s, and even indigenous economic struc
tures, are easily comparable amongst the different Mediterranean
societies. It is in this sense that one can talk o f a regional Medi
terranean culture that links the more particular folkjcultures, and
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that reveals itse lf through the different political hegemonies that
are themselves pardy a reflection o f the ecological conditions
referred to above.
At the basis o f both the distinctiveness and the similarity which
paradoxically characterize Mediterranean civilizations, lie s an
important factor: religion — and the history o f religion in this part
o f the world. The Mediterranean can be said Co have given rise to
three o f the world’ s most important religions: Judaism, Christianity
and Islam. The development o f these religions from each other is
too well-known to need comment here; but, despite their essentially
monotheistic slant, the diversity in the details o f the beliefcontent o f these three religions, and the extent to which each has
managed to crystallise itself around the ethnicity o f different races,
have resulted in a situation where each has come to symbolise a
particular tradition, and a particular orientation to life , that appears
to be in opposition to the others. The practical implications o f
such a situation, in political terms especially, is too evident ta be
disregarded even in this second half o f the twentieth century:
con flict tends to linger on, often enough outwardly basing itse lf on
religious differences as a substitute for wider aspirations and
interests. This explains the growing awareness in Malta, and
especially at the University o f Malta, o f the special call Malta has
in the development o f a regional consciousness. This explains on
the one hand, why the problems and the virtues o f Maltese society
cannot be understood without reference to the broader Mediterranean
context; and, on the other, the role which the University of Malta
aspires for itself in a future, re-organized Mediterranean.
In spite of its geographical limitations, Malta unites some o f the
more important features o f Mediterranean communities. Most o f the
papers presented in this volume are directly concerned with
ethnological details o f either the Mediterranean as a whole, or o f
some section o f it within a sp ecific period o f the history of the
region. In this respect, the group o f papers on Malta’ s social life
and history, offer themselves as a very important link in the
ethnological analysis of what has been earlier referred to 'the culture
o f the Mediterranean’ . Although Malta is very small in size, it com
bines specifically the virtues o f being both an 'isola ted ’ com
munity and a 'total society’ . It is nearer to a commujiity in the
sense o f a group o f persons in social interaction within a geogra
phical area and having one or more additional common ties — than
perhaps any other nation state could claim to be. The pattern o f
repeated conquest typical o f the Mediterranean has been Malta’ s
recurring experience throughout it s history, causing its people to
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live necessarily d o s e to one another both physically and emotion
ally, in a tightly-knit web o f interrdations that offered the best
prospect o f common defence. Even now that the population is
almost three times as large as that o f the last century, the Maltese
live liv e s in which inter-personal relationships colour every aspect
o f so d a i involvement. In the villages, most especially in the
smaller ones furthest away from Valletta, practically everyone
knows everybody else, and friendship and kinship ties are o f the
greatest importance. And even though the same could not be said o f
relationships on the level o f the 'total so cie ty ’, there is an important
sense to the idea that one can know about everyone whom one
needs to know about, 'that such information can be quickly acquired,
and is indeed acquired inadvertently, and all the same. Obviously
enough, in such a society, gossip, the exchange o f information, and
the recurrent attempt to 'lo ca te ’ individual s in some sort o f network
which everyone apprehends in part, are important dimensions o f
social reality. At the basis of all this, o f course, lie s another
important factor until, recently literacy was very limited, and the
slow tempo o f rural or pre-industrial society allowed the Maltese to
avoid the preoccupations with time and its use characteristic o f an
industrial and automatized society. Time was not the automatic
measure o f activity in everyday life which it has become in ad
vanced nations. Wodc andplay were le s s shaiply differentiated,
since time was le s s often a commodity which one sold as such. At
times, over-recruitment with the Services establishments allowed
an atmosphere o f unhurried ease to prevail even at work, and this
attitude reflected both the ryhthms o f the pre-industrial w odd, and
the importance attached to the cultivation and maintenance o f inter
personal relationships.
On the other hand, Malta has gradually acquired a political
structure, social institutions integrated throughout society, agen
cies o f control, and incentive systems, which make it structurally
very similar to much larger social entities, and unlike the ordinary
community within a nation-state. In order to survive, Malta had,
despite its size, to develop links with other bigger nations on
various levels, and to consolidate these links by the appropriate
institutions at home. Even though they exist only in miniature,
Malta had to develop, for example, a communications system, a
diplomatic corps, a currency, and financial institutions o f its own.
These and many other institutions which are a normal feature o f a
nation-state, but not o f a town or a city, at times not even o f a
metropolis, Malta has had itse lf to create as a state society.. In
this sense Malta distinguishes itself, by its race, its language, by
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its distinctive political and social institutions, from other Méditée
ranean communities. Sicily, le s s than sixty m iles north, eighty-one
times larger, and with a population fifteen times that o f Malta, with
a not dissimilar experience o f foreign rule, has not (possibly
because of a lack o f distinctive racial and linguistic characteristic)
ever succeeded in attaining full nadonhood despite su ccessive
attempts to do so throughout i ts history. In more ways than one,
therefore, Malta is simultaneously the microcosm and the macro
cosm, uniting all the ethnological patterns o f the Mediterranean
region, but giving them a colouring that distinguishes them d e a d y
from those o f nearby communides.
The University o f Malta in turn has to reflect these characteri s
tics. At home, the University is at times thought of as an institu
tion with very limited interests in the development o f the society
that nurtures it. In fact, the University has, since its very founda
tion as a theological college neady four hundred years ago, been
contributing substantially to the needs o f the lo a d population. The
schools o f theology, medicine and Law which we have, in fact
provided, and still provide, the local people with a route for so dal
and intdlectual mobility that gready facilitated their interrdadons
with the ruling foreigners. It was through the routes provided by
this University that lo cal leaders emerged. The changes in social
and political conditions on the island are a reflection o f the skills
and techniques imparted throughout the University courses. It was
within the precincts o f the University too that freedom o f dialogue
and expression, o f unbiased analysis and criridsm, were fostered.
In the last analysis, the very set o f symbols used by loca l leaders
in their campaign to politicize the local population are essentially
a complex frision o f old and new ideas that under conditions when
Malta had no proper identity, could be brought about only within the
search for truth which has been the hallmark o f our University.
But al though this University’ s main obligation is towards Maltese
society, it has to fend o ff the parochialism that would characterise
it if it related its function exclusively to local needs. Increasingly,
the disparities already referred to as characteristic o f the Mediter
ranean, are losing ground to the similarities o f the region. The
rate o f change and of relative affluence o f the Mediterranean coun
tries is quickly showing itself, and, perhaps for the.jfirst time in its
history, the Mediterranean is becoming a region with a worldinterest, and with a potential power-position which it will have to
learn properly to exploit. As a pre-eminently educational institu
tion, the University o f Malta seeks to insert itsel f into this move
ment, and indeed, to provide the intellectual stimulus for the
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search o f a macro-Mediterranean consciousness. At first sight, tire
tarie at hand might appear to be beyond the resources that are at
our disposal. Not only is Maltese society too small to be able to
support a University with such vast aspirations, but the tools that
are needed as prerequisites for development along such lines seem
to be missing. This might explain the relative inertia that followed
a specific recommendation to this effect by the 1957 Heatheringron
University Commission which insisted in its report that the Uni
versity o f Malta should develop into 'an important intellectual
centre o f the Mediterranean’ . A d o s e r analysis o f the probiems and
the p ossib ilities however need not be so pessim istic. Linguistic
tools are the most urgeru prerequisite for developments in this
field. The Mediterranean is bedevilled by a multitude o f languages
that reflect the patterns already discussed, and any attempt
to develop a Mediterranean studies programme, will have to tadcle
the language barriers that thus far have hindered full communica
tion and co-operation. In this regard, the natural bent for languages
of the Maltese should in the long run be an important asset.
There are three obvious fields where the University might con
tribute at a Mediterranean level,. Because o f its history Malta has
archaeological remains o f the utmost interest, beginning with
paloelithic times. Increased emphasis in this fid d at our University
could contribute ro the better understanding o f the sources of
western civilization. The resources o f the sea, on the seabed, and
below it, are increasingly being recognised as possibly the main
source for man’ s future requirements. In some areas the economic
wealth o f the sea and o f the seabed are already being exploited to
meet some o f man’s needs; this has now ro be done with more ■
emphasis on regional collaboration. Developments in the scien ces
in Malta should be orientated more to research on the sea, not just
to enable man better to exploit the most common sources around
him in this part o f the world, but to lead him to learn how not to
spoil the ecological setting on which the w dl-bein g o f future
generations depends. Earlier it has been indicated that a basic
characteristic o f Mediterranean countries is devdopment. Accultu
ration and the transfer o f technology is changing the way o f life o f
most people in the region; expanded education is consolidating
these changes and is giving rise ro demands for further change from
within. Man in the Mediterranean should be able to understand this
process, he should be allowed to modify himself the symbolism o f
folk-culture rather than be dragged to suffer from the ills resulting
from the fragmentation o f social relations, a common experience in
the more developed, more industrialised, societies. The University

o f Malta is only now' envisaging a demand for expansion in the
direction o f the social sciences. Given a wider, Mediterranean
basis, social policy courses could assist potendal leaders and
social workers who will be increasingly in demand in the whole
region.
A s such, the papers presented in this volume have to be con
sidered primarily as one step in an on-going search for relevance
and meaning in a context which is increasingly becoming more
complex. Mediterranean Symposium II, which was held under the
auspices o f the Extension Studies Board o f the University o f Malta,
jointly with Dowling Gollege, New York, covered a range o f topics,
and a variety o f interests. By itself, it was never intended to cover
all the vicissitudes o f the region, but to serve as a rallying point
for scholars from all over the world to come together and share
the results o f their research. There is very limited reference to
sp e cific aspects o f Arab culture in the following papers, for
example. This does not mean however that in Malta the Arab world
is being neglected: only a few months after Mediterranean Sym
posium II, another conference was held in Malta specifically to
discuss Euro-Arab relations, this rime organised by the Euro-Arab
S od ai Research Group. It is through this and other on-going
initiatives that the University seeks to build up the literature on
the Mediterranean, and to develop multiplex rdarions among the
communities that harbour along the Mediterranean littoral. A
global picture o f the Mediterranean is indeed in the making, but it
certainly needs much more woik to be completed.
The presentation o f the papers has followed more or le s s the
proceedings o f the symposium itself, with the whole material
divided into three main blocks, each focusing on a relatively
related series o f interests. The first section deal s broadly with
the Mediterranean History, the second treats aspects o f Iberian
History, and the third d iscu sses aspects o f Maltese life and
history.
April 1977
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Mario V assallo

THE LAW OF THE SEA AND
THE MEDITERRANEAN
by P .S erracino Inglott
In June 1976, the United Nations Conference on the Law o f the
Sea, which has claims to being the international conference in hu
man history with the largest number of participant nations ever,
stands adjourned. It is not yet certain that it will actually produce
a new Law of the Sea. But it has already achieved two things o f
undoubtedly great historical importance. From a positive point o f
view, it has put into circulation a powerful concept; it is now im
possible for mankind to forget that there is a 'common heritage of
mankind’ . From a negative point of view, it is already clear that
mankind has shown itself not yet In a political condition to apply
the concept as fully as it seemed at first reasonable to hope. The
reasons for these two results must be left for future historians to
determine; I will only say that I think it likely that, among them,
Maltese parish-pump politics may be assigned a role analogous to
that o f the length o f Cleopatra’ s nose in a more ancient period of
Mediterranean history. With these two results taken as given and as
symptomatic o f even more general political conditions, the purpose
of this paper is to look for new bearings. Its thesis is that the practi
cal ob solescen ce of the nation-state on the one hand, and the
practical nonachievement of a really significant form o f worldgovernment even in the sphere of ocean space on the other hand,
point to the need o f practical projects on a regional scale. The
development of regional institutions may be the transitional way
of the present dilemma which confronts the citizens of nations in a
world not yet ready to accept that the world is one small planet.
A conclusion which shows some similarities, but also a very
notable difference, seems to have been reached by the experts of
the Club of Rome. Their first major report (M.LT. team) attempted
to describe the world as a single system in which both natural and
cultural factors came into play. Part of the powerful criticism
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